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Calculate Your Load
Appliances

BSES has resolved to erase
Delhi's power theft Capital
image. To make the process of
reporting power theft easier,
BSES has launched an exclusive
email id.
theft.brpl@bsesdelhi.com

For reliable Power Supply...
check your load
A weak link in the electricity distribution system
can lead to disruption of supply, even collapse of the
network. And more often than not, this weak link is
caused due to OVER-LOADING.
The reasons behind OVER-LOADING of the distribution system, which
leads to unscheduled disruption is not always due to power shortages
or under/low frequency, but also due to OVER consumption / drawal of
power.
Now what is OVER-LOADING / DRAWAL? Simple. You have an
electricity connection for an X amount of load. Say 5 KW. But over the
years, you acquire more electricity guzzling gadgets like Air
Conditioners, Geysers, Blowers etc. But you don't get your Sanctioned
load increased / enhanced from 5 KW to 7 or 10 KW. Not only does this
put a huge strain on the network, leading to trippings and outages
and being a safety hazard, but is also contrary to rules-inviting
penalties and fines.
Our network is designed and periodically upgraded on the basis of
Load Forecasts made on the basis of the declaration made by YOU
about your load (quantity of power required). Therefore the
declaration made by YOU, about required load and more importantly
about enhancement of load with passage of time is crucial to maintain
the distribution network's health and ensure that you get quality
power at your home and office.
Thus the onus of reliable, safe and uninterrupted power supply is as
much the responsibility of the discoms as it is of the customers.
Ideally, Connected Load should be equal to Sanctioned Load and
maximum demand in a month should not exceed Sanctioned Load.
So, dear consumer, whenever you apply for a new connection, ask for
the correct Sanctioned Load. And whenever you add new gadgets, get
your Sanctioned Load enhanced. For this, you should avail the services
of a licensed electrician. All it takes is Rs 600 per KW (Domestic) and Rs
1500 per KW (Commercial) to enhance your load.

Load Quantity Total
(Watts)*
Watt

Refrigerator (165 Ltr)
Window AC (1.5 Ton)
Cooler Medium Size
Table Fan/ Ceiling Fan
Exhaust Fan
Bulb
Tube Light (With Choke)
Washing Machine
Colour TV
Pump Motor (1 H.P)

150
2000
200
80
150
100
52
500
150
740

1
1
1
3
1
2
4
1
1
1

Total

150
2000
200
240
150
200
208
500
150
740
4538

* 1000 Watts = 1 KW
Minimum Sanctioned Load in the above illustration
should be 5 KW.

C A U T I O N
R U buying / selling property???
R U taking / leaving rented accommodation (including
Government quarters / flats / bunglows)???
Then PLEASE remember to take a "No Dues Certificate"
from BRPL to avoid any problems in the future with
regards to outstanding dues.
The last Bill paid is not the conclusive proof that no other
dues are outstanding. There could be other dues which
can be broadly classified as follows:
• Enforcement
• Assessment for the period for which meter remained
defective (which is done only after six months after
the replacement of defective meters)
• Adjustment of Bill from Provisional to Actual
• Dues kept as deferred pending settlement of dispute.
• Dues kept as deferred for the installment not yet due.
• Dues of Temporary Connection on the Premises taken
for construction / renovation / social function etc.
• Cost of the meter which was tampered, burnt or
found defective at the time of change of occupancy
etc.

Help is only 8 digits away
Power Supply
Billing & Metering
Anti Corruption

42895556
39999707
39999777
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